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Abstract
Previous research has shown that the Cloudiness Count, a readability measure based on
the relative frequencies of passive voice and empty words (a type of infrequent word),
correlates highly with the ranking of computer user publications in external user surveys.
The purpose of the current research was to examine the relative importance of the two
components of the Cloudiness Count. If one component tended to be more important
than the other, it might be more parsimonious to consider only that component rather than
the combination of the two. This result would also have implications for using
readability analyses based on the Cloudiness Count to improve the readability of text.
The components in combination (the Cloudiness Count) correlated significantly with
ranking of publications for three different user ratings (general satisfaction with user
publications, clarity of hardware publications, and clarity of software publications). In
isolation, the components correlated significantly with ranking of publications only for
clarity of software publications. The correlations of percentage of empty words with
ranking of publications in the user surveys did not differ significantly from the
correlations of percentage of passive voice with ranking of publications in the user
surveys. In two cases, the correlations differed by no more than .02. The components
correlated equally with the Cloudiness Count. Therefore, it is important to consider both
variables in text analysis. This is consistent with psycholinguistic research that indicates
that it is harder for people to extract the meaning from a passive sentence relative to its
active counterpart, and that word frequency is the variable with the most influence on the
speed of lexical access.
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Introduction
The history of the development of readability formulas shows that the most
successful formulas include two components, one syntactic and one semantic (Zakaluk
and Samuels, 1988). Virtually all the formulas (for example, the Fog Index and the
Reading Grade Level) use sentence length to estimate syntactic difficulty and word size
to estimate semantic difficulty (or, more specifically, word frequency). Certainly there is
a general correspondence between sentence length and syntactic difficulty, and between
word size and word frequency, but this correspondence may not be very strong. Despite
the potential weakness of the correspondence, readability formulas work well for some
purposes. Their predictive ability is as strong as most other psychoeducational measures
(Klare, 1984). Numerous studies have shown that such readability formulas correlate
with reading comprehension assessed by traditional multiple choice questions or cloze
passages, oral reading errors, how many words a typist continues to type after the copy
page is covered, and other similar readability measures (Fry, 1989).
Given the success of readability formulas based on sentence length and word size,
it might be possible to devise different formulas that contain both a syntactic and
semantic component, but to choose components that have a stronger relationship to
syntactic and semantic difficulty than sentence length and word size. An alternative
readability formula, the Cloudiness Count, does exactly this. The Cloudiness Count is
the number of verbs in passive voice plus the number of words that are in a lexicon of
"empty" words, divided by the number of words in the passage and expressed as a
percentage. Psycholinguistic and human factors research consistently show that it is
harder for people to extract the meaning from a passive sentence relative to its active
counterpart (Broadbent, 1977; Miller, 1962). Some research indicates that, on the
average, it takes people 25% longer to understand a sentence expressed in passive voice
(Bailey, 1989). Psycholinguistic research also shows that the variable that most
influences the speed of a reader's lexical access is the frequency with which a word
appears in the language (Forster, 1990; Whaley, 1978). "Empty" words are a special type
of infrequent word, also referred to as "abstract". They often appear in business and
technical writing as filler words without substantial meaningful content (such as "system"
and "documentation"), but appear rarely in general English speaking and writing.
Use of the Cloudiness Count in competitive evaluations has shown that it
correlates highly with the ranking of computer user publications (such as quick references
and user guides) in external user surveys. The first survey (Dataquest, 1991a)
investigated user satisfaction with publications in general. The second survey
(Dataquest, 1991b) asked respondents to rate the clarity of hardware and software
publications, respectively. Researchers selected ten random text samples from user
publications for seven computer systems. A computerized text analysis program
calculated the Cloudiness Count, the Reading Grade Level, and the Fog Index for each
sample. The detailed results of the competitive evaluation of the publications are
confidential, but rank correlations between the Cloudiness Count and ranking in the
external user surveys on satisfaction with publications were significant. The surveys
correlated significantly with one another, and the Reading Grade Level and Fog Index
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also showed significant agreement. The rank correlations between the readability
measures based on sentence length and word length (Reading Grade Level and Fog
Index) and ranking in the surveys were not significant. Table 1 summarizes the relevant,
non-confidential results of the evaluation.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Table 1. Spearman Correlations Among Measures and Ranking in Surveys
_____________________________________________________________________________

General
Rating
General 1.00 0.88
Rating:
0.00

Hardware
Rating
0.94
0.00

Software
Rating
0.72
0.00

Cloud.
Count
-0.38
0.10

Fog
Index
-0.38
0.46

Reading
Grade
Level
0.46

Hardware
Rating:

0.88
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.93
0.00

0.72
0.06

-0.32
0.47

-0.13
0.78

Software
Rating:

0.94
0.00

0.93
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.90
0.00

-0.18
0.69

0.05
0.90

Cloudiness
Count

0.72
0.10

0.72
0.06

0.90
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.14
0.76

0.36
0.43

Fog
Index:

-0.38
0.46

-0.32
0.47

-0.18
0.69

0.14
0.76

1.00
0.00

0.89
0.01

Reading
-0.38
0.13
0.05
0.36
0.89
1.00
Grade Level:
0.46
0.78
0.90
0.43
0.00
0.00
_____________________________________________________________________________
Table notes: The first number in a pair is the Spearman correlation, and the second number is
the observed significance level of the correlation (n=7). Italics indicate correlations that are large
but expected, such as the correlations among the Dataquest surveys and between Reading
Grade Level and the Fog Index. The correlations between the Cloudiness Count and the survey
rankings are in bold type.
_____________________________________________________________________________

The purpose of this paper is to examine the relative importance of the two
components of the cloudiness count: percentage of passive voice and percentage of empty
words. If one component is more important than the other, it would be more
parsimonious to consider only that component rather than the combination of the two.
This result would also have implications for using readability analyses based on the
cloudiness count to improve the readability of text. For example, if the percentage of
passive voice alone correlates highly with ranking in external user surveys and the
percentage of empty words does not, it would be better to describe the attribute
"cloudiness" as "passiveness," and to focus on eliminating passive voice rather than
2
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empty words from publications. Alternatively, if empty words account for the
"cloudiness" effect, the appropriate strategy would be to replace empty words with more
frequently occurring words wherever possible in publications. If both passive voice and
empty words contribute to cloudiness, writers of user publications should attempt to
achieve both the goal of limiting the use of passive voice and the goal of using frequent
rather than empty words.

Method
I modified the database that produced Table1 by separating each Cloudiness
Count into the percentage of passive voice and the percentage of unfamiliar words,
relative to the number of words in the sample. The researchers who built the database
had evaluated text samples from the user publications for seven different computer
systems. Following the recommendations of Bailey (1989), they used a stratified random
selection procedure to select ten samples from each system's user publications (such as
user's guides and quick references). Each sample contained at least 200 words.
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Results
Table 2 shows the rank correlations between the survey items, the components of the
Cloudiness Count, and the Cloudiness Count.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Table 2. Spearman Correlations Among Cloudiness Components and Ranking in Surveys
_____________________________________________________________________________

General
Rating
General 1.00 0.88
Rating:
0.00

Hardware
Rating
0.94
0.00

Software
Rating
0.72
0.00

Cloud.
Count
0.64
0.10

Percent
Passives
0.38
0.17

Percent
Empty
Words
0.46

Hardware
Rating:

0.88
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.93
0.00

0.72
0.06

0.59
0.16

0.58
0.18

Software
Rating:

0.94
0.00

0.93
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.90
0.00

0.74
0.06

0.76
0.05

Cloudiness
Count:

0.72
0.10

0.72
0.06

0.90
0.00

1.00
0.00

0.86
0.01

0.86
0.01

Percent 0.64 0.59
Passives:
0.17

0.74
0.16

0.86
0.06

1.00
0.01

0.57
0.00

0.18

Percent
0.38
0.58
0.76
0.86
0.57
1.00
Empty
0.46
0.18
0.05
0.01
0.18
0.00
Words:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Table notes: The first number in a pair is the Spearman correlation, and the second number is
the observed significance level of the correlation (n=7). Italics indicate correlations that are large
but expected, such as the correlations among the Dataquest surveys and between the
Cloudiness Count and its components. The significant correlations between the Cloudiness
Count or its components and the survey rankings are in bold type.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Discussion
The results of the correlation analysis in Table 2 indicate that the two components
of the Cloudiness Count are of almost equal value, and that removing either one from the
cloudiness formula would have an adverse effect on the effectiveness of the Cloudiness
Count. The components in combination (in other words, the Cloudiness Count)
correlated significantly with ranking of publications in the external user surveys. In
isolation, the components correlated significantly only with ranking software publications
for user ratings of clarity. The correlations of percentage of empty words with ranking of
publications in the user surveys did not differ significantly from the correlations of
percentage of passive voice with ranking of publications in the user surveys. In two cases
(hardware rating and software rating), the correlations differed by no more than .02. The
correlations of the components with the Cloudiness Count were equal.
Therefore, it is important to consider both variables in text analysis. Writers of
computer user publications should limit their use of passive voice and empty words. This
strategy is consistent with psycholinguistic research that indicates that it is harder for
people to extract the meaning from a passive sentence relative to its active counterpart,
and that word frequency is the variable with the most influence on the speed of lexical
access. In most cases, following this strategy will result in clearer text. However, the
primary goal of writers must be to write clearly. If, in a writer's judgment, replacing a
passive verb with an active verb or an empty word with a frequent word obscures or
changes the meaning of a sentence, then he or she should not make the change.
Future research in the Cloudiness Count should focus on expanding the two
components of the measure in a way consistent with psycholinguistic research. Other
syntactic structures that are similar to passive voice (because the object of the verb does
not follow the verb) are object-relative and object-cleft sentences. The Cloudiness Count
should include counts of these structures in addition to counts of passive voice. Also,
rather than tracking the occurrence of empty words, the Cloudiness Count should track
the occurrence of all words that are infrequent in English, using a reference source such
as the Living Word Vocabulary (Dale and Chall, 1981). Although the current Cloudiness
Count is an effective readability measure, these changes could improve it.
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